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Abstract

We introduce a Delaunay-based algorithm for reconstructing the underlying surface of a given set of unstructured points in 3D. The implementation is very simple, and it is designed to work in a parameter-free manner. The solution builds upon the fact that in the continuous case, a closed surface separates the set of maximal empty balls (medial balls) into an interior and exterior. Based on discrete input samples, our reconstructed surface consists of the interface between Voronoi balls, which approximate the interior and exterior medial balls. An initial set of Voronoi balls is iteratively processed, merging Voronoi-ball pairs if they fulfill an overlapping error criterion. Our complete open-source reconstruction pipeline performs up to two quick linear-time passes on the Delaunay complex to output the surface, making it an order of magnitude faster than the state of the art while being competitive in memory usage and often superior in quality. We propose two variants (local and global), which are carefully designed to target two different reconstruction scenarios for watertight surfaces from accurate or noisy samples, as well as real-world scanned data sets, exhibiting noise, outliers, and large areas of missing data. The results of the global variant are, by definition, watertight, suitable for numerical analysis and various applications (e.g., 3D printing). Compared to classical Delaunay-based reconstruction techniques, our method is highly stable and robust to noise and outliers, evidenced via various experiments, including on real-world data with challenges such as scan shadows, outliers, and noise, even without additional preprocessing.

1. Introduction

Reconstructing high-quality 3D meshes from unstructured point sets is a classic problem in Computer Graphics and Computational Geometry with applications in many domains, such as CAD, medical imaging, or visualization. Yet, the problem is ill-posed as multiple shapes can explain the same point sets - especially in the presence of outliers, noise, missing parts, or density variations.

Our contribution is to introduce an intuitive geometric criterion to reconstruct a piece-wise linear approximation of a sampled surface. Although our method does not provide topological guarantees...
on the reconstruction other than watertightness, it achieves competitive quality to state-of-the-art methods in practice, as shown via various challenging examples (Fig. 1). Further, our solution is easy to implement, uses less memory, and is an order of magnitude faster than competing work, which makes it very practical. We propose two variants to address closed and open surfaces, respectively, since they pose differing challenges: Global Ballmerge which can be made automatic, guarantees a watertight surface and robustness regarding sampling density, outliers, and a reasonable noise level, and is thus ideally suited to reconstruct entire scans (closed surfaces that can contain holes). Moreover, it’s extremely easy to implement (around 100 lines of code using the CGAL library). The second variant, called Local Ballmerge, reconstructs non-watertight surfaces well with the default parameter value, which is easily tunable to handle imperfections and handles even scans from various sensor types with strong noise and missing parts, so it targets open surfaces from scans of, e.g., outdoor scenes.

2. Related Work

Our algorithm supports curve and surface reconstruction. Here, we briefly review both, focusing on 3D reconstruction.

2D reconstruction targets a piece-wise linear approximation of a curve from a set of sample points. Although generalizing to 3D, the classic α-shapes [EKS83] assumes that the input is uniformly sampled according to maximum curvature, which can lead to dense sampling requirements. β-skeletons [KR85] employ a Delaunay Triangulation (DT) but exclude an edge $pq$ if the diameter of two adjacent Voronoi balls exceeds $||pq||$. Our criterion is related but uses intersecting ratios, which are less restrictive in terms of radii differences and extend to 3D.

CRUST [ABE98] uses a new sampling model ($\epsilon$-sampling) linking the sample quality to the local feature size [Rup93], through a parameter $\epsilon$. The upper $\epsilon$ bound of initially 0.252 was later improved to $1/3$ [DK99]. Further, it was shown that the curve’s piece-wise approximation is a subset of the Delaunay triangulation. This motivated many Delaunay filtering algorithms, often targeting specific cases, e.g., open curves [DMR00] and sharp corners [DW01].

Handling sparse point sets [OMW16] was enabled via $\rho$-sampling. Similarly, outliers were addressed [PPT*19]. Additionally, non-feature specific reconstruction [PM16], as well as self-intersections and noise [PMM18] were covered, while optimal transport [dGCA11] was shown to handle noise and outliers. Yet, most of these algorithms, including other classical ones [Art98], cannot be easily extended to 3D.

3D reconstruction via α-shapes [EM92] relies on the Delaunay complex (often called triangulation) of a uniformly-sampled point set $P$ to contain a subset (subcomplex) well approximating the underlying 2-manifold of $P$. A faster computation is enabled via Ballpivoting [BMR+99], where the surface is reconstructed by growing a seed by adding additional triangles. Local tangent-plane projection [Boi84], while handling local topological inconsistencies between tangent planes to correctly approximate the DT, is a popular approximation that inspired others [GKS00; DFKM08; FR02; AGJ02; K6s01]. Attene et al. [AS00] extend the reconstruction to objects with genus $> 0$. The solution, like Chaine et al. [Cha03], uses the Gabriel graph but neither orders the former by a criterion, nor requires the result to be a manifold triangulation. These approaches suffer from artifacts in under-sampled regions.

CRUST [ACDL00] was the first method relating surface reconstruction to an $\epsilon$-sampling. It filters the DT but produces slivers and fails in under-sampled regions. There are extensions to handle noisy samples and under-sampling at the cost of many unnecessary triangles, POWERCRUST [ACK01], or by removing some points [DG04], simplifications for homeomorphic reconstruction with $\epsilon < 0.06$ [ACDL00], solutions for surfaces with boundaries, COcone [DG01], or including hole-filling strategies, TightCocone [DG03]. Finally, involving graph cut [KSO04] improves reconstruction quality but requires post-processing to handle commonplace density-varying samples. Other methods use, e.g., the flow complex [Ed03] and WRAP [RS07], graph cuts [PB01; HK06; LPK09], witness complexes [G008], SCALeSPACE [DMSL11], compute the restricted Voronoi diagram [BL17], are based on a voxel structure [LLZ21], or compute an initial surface and sculpt from it [OMW13; WWX*22] but are not used much in practice.

Recent surveys cover fitting/prior-specific methods [BTS+14] and deep-learning approaches [YLL*20], which are outside the scope of this paper. POINT2SURF [EGO*20] trains on local patches for detail and a down-sampled point cloud for global orientation simultaneously. Its quality exceeds SCREENED POISSON reconstruction [KBH06], which is widely used and computes an implicit function from a point cloud with oriented normals. The local-learning approach POINTTrINet [SO20] achieves higher geometrical but lower topological precision compared to Ballpivoting [BMR+99]. POINT2MESH [HMGC20] uses Poisson reconstruction and iterative subdivisions to optimize the distance to the point cloud. It completes missing parts and handles scan artifacts well, but is slow and maintains the initial genus. DMNet [ZYT23] applies a graph neural network with local graph iterations for reconstruction. Our method is much simpler while resulting in competitive results and requiring no point-set preprocessing. Lastly, while our approach relates to Delaunay triangulation, we cannot provide topological guarantees on the reconstruction, but show that it is fast and performs well on many challenging cases.

3. Background and Definitions

Our method handles 2D-curve and 3D-surface reconstruction, using a unified observation on medial balls. To ease understanding, we focus on the 3D case but illustrate mostly 2D configurations.

Continuous surface Let C be a surface embedded in 3D. A medial ball of C is a ball whose interior contains no point of C yet is not included in any other such empty ball. The union of these ball centres is called the medial axis of C. For C being a closed surface, its medial axis is defined by balls inside C (interior medial balls) and balls outside of C (exterior medial balls). Interior and exterior balls only intersect at a point on C, and, indeed, C is the locus of intersections between interior and exterior medial balls. We will build upon this well-known characteristic observation to propose an intuitive yet robust reconstruction method in the discrete setting.
Sampled surface. When the surface $\mathcal{C}$ is represented by discrete sample points $P$, the maximal balls empty of sample points $P$ are referred to as Voronoi balls. These correspond to circumspheres of Delaunay triangles in 2D or circumspheres of Delaunay tetrahedra in 3D, see [Del*34] for instance. $P$ approximates $\mathcal{C}$, and the Voronoi balls (interior/exterior with respect to $\mathcal{C}$) intersect along the boundary (Fig. 2) with a ratio inversely related to the sampling density. Amenta et al. show in Lemma 15 and 16 [ACK01] that inside and outside balls cannot intersect each other deeply, giving an explicit angle condition but it is valid only for a weak $\epsilon$-sampling and based on the radius of the smaller ball. Therefore, based on the intersection between both the adjacent Voronoi balls, we design a criterion to decide for all triangles in 3D (edges in 2D) whether they are likely to belong to the approximated surface (curve), independent of any sampling condition.

4. Our Method

In the following, we will first provide the necessary definitions before introducing our algorithm. Our solution will be covered in its global variant (for closed surfaces) before introducing the local variant (for open surfaces).

4.1. Intersection ratio definition (2D and 3D)

We define the intersection ratio of two adjacent Voronoi balls $B_0$ and $B_1$ of radius $r_0$ and $r_1$ respectively, and the circumcenters’ distance $d$ as $ir(B_0, B_1) = \max((r_0 + r_1 - d)/r_0, (r_0 + r_1 - d)/r_1)$, which represents the maximum ratio one ball intersects the other on the line segment between the two circumcenters (Fig. 3).

It is easy to see that the ratio $ir$ only depends on the overlap ratio with the radius of the smaller Voronoi ball. We show that $0 \leq ir \leq 2$ (Fig. 4). Without loss of generality, let $r_0 \leq r_1$, $r'_1 = r_1 / r_0$ and $d' = d / r_0$. Since $r'_1 \geq 1$, we have: $ir(B_0, B_1) = 1 + r'_1 - d'$. As the interior of $B_1$ is empty, it cannot contain $B_0$ entirely (which contains sample points on its boundary). Thus $d \geq r_1 - r_0$, which transforms into $d' \geq r'_1 - 1$. Inserting into the definition of $ir$ yields $ir \leq 2$. Further, as two adjacent Voronoi balls have to overlap, $d \leq r_1 + r_0$. This transforms into $d' \leq r'_1 + 1$, and inserted into $ir$’s definition yields $ir \geq 0$, so $ir \in [0, 2]$.

BallMerge Intersection Criterion. For a given $d$-dimensional point set $P$ ($d = 2$ or $3$), our algorithm first computes the Delaunay complex, denoted by $\text{DT}_P$. The pairs of adjacent Voronoi balls represent the circumspheres of two $d$-dimensional Delaunay simplices sharing a $(d-1)$-dimensional simplex. The Voronoi balls represent...
the circumcircles/circumspheres of two triangles/tetrahedra sharing an edge/triangle in 2D/3D.

Our key idea is that if the intersection ratio between two adjacent Voronoi balls is small, they likely correspond to a pair of interior and exterior balls sharing a thin overlapping region along the underlying curve/surface (Fig. 2 top-right). More formally, given a threshold $\delta$, an edge/triangle in 2D/3D is said to belong to a set $BM(\delta)$ if its two corresponding adjacent Voronoi balls have an intersection ratio less than $\delta$. By definition, $BM(\delta)$ is a subcomplex of $DT_P$. It is easy to see that $BM(0)$ is empty, while $BM(\delta)$, for any $\delta \geq 2$, contains all the edges/triangles of $DT_P$ in 2D/3D. This simple intuitive criterion forms the basis of our approach and is powerful enough to handle common artifacts in practice, such as outliers, noise, missing data, and downsampling (see Sec. 5.3).

4.2. Global algorithm

Just filtering Delaunay simplices based on the intersection-ratio thresholding does not guarantee a watertight surface. Here, we introduce a global merging procedure to ensure this property.

Merging procedure: Given a threshold $\delta$, we define an equivalence relation between Delaunay triangles/tetrahedra in 2D/3D. Two Delaunay simplices are called $\delta$-merged either if their corresponding Voronoi balls are adjacent with an intersection ratio $> \delta$ or if there exists another Delaunay simplex, which is $\delta$-merged with both of them. The Delaunay complex is hereby decomposed into equivalence classes of simplices ($\delta$-merged components - as shown in Fig. 2). We define the $\delta$-reconstructed shape as the largest $\delta$-merged component of Delaunay simplices. Its boundary yields the reconstructed curve/surface.

Algorithmically, the same procedure as a classical connected component computation can be used. We start visiting $\delta$-merged simplices from an arbitrary seed simplex (the procedure is order-independent) and tag them with the current component label until no more $\delta$-merged simplices remain. Then we restart with any yet unvisited simplex until all have been visited, and output the simplices with the most frequent label. The reconstructed surface is then computed from the boundary of this output, as detailed below. The overall merging procedure is also detailed in Algorithm 1.

Boundary extraction & definition: Let $G(\delta)$ be the set of edges (triangles) in $DT_P$ on the boundary of the largest $\delta$-merged component of Delaunay triangles (tetrahedra) in 2D (3D). $G(\delta)$ is by definition, a closed curve (a watertight surface) since it bounds a solid - even if it is not necessarily manifold. It is referred to as the reconstructed curve (surface) of our GLOBAL BALL MERGE method.

Figure 5: Automatic parameter tuning procedure: Starting from a seed tetrahedron ($\delta = 2$), we iteratively decrease the $\delta$ threshold value until there is a sudden decrease in the vertex count of $G(\delta)$ (here, $\delta = 1.64$) and returns the $G(\delta)$ from the previous iteration (here, $\delta = 1.65$).

Algorithm 1: Merge

1: procedure Merge($P, \delta$)
2: $DT_P \leftarrow$ Delaunay_Triangulation($P$)
3: $Group \leftarrow \emptyset$, $MergedGroup \leftarrow \emptyset$
4: for each $d$-Simplex $X_i \in DT_P$ in $\mathbb{R}^d, d = 2, 3$ do
5: if $X_i.visited = \text{false}$ then
6: $Group \leftarrow Group + I$
7: $Q \leftarrow \{X_i\}$
8: while $Q \neq \emptyset$ do
9: $X_j \leftarrow Q.last$
10: $Q \leftarrow Q \setminus X_j$
11: $MergedGroup \leftarrow MergedGroup \cup \{X_j\}$
12: $X_j.visited \leftarrow \text{true}$
13: $X_j.group \leftarrow Group$
14: for each $X_k \in DT_P \setminus X_j, X_k \cap X_j \neq \emptyset$ do
15: if $ir(X_j, X_k) \geq \delta$ then
16: $Q \leftarrow Q + X_k$
17: return the largest among $Merged\{1..Group\}$

Figure 6: RMSE for varied $\delta$ values on representative models.

Automatic parameter converging: Identifying a good value for $\delta$ turns out to be quite straightforward (and corresponds in most of our experiments to a range from 1.65 to 1.85). Starting from the maximal value 2, we iteratively decrease $\delta$ until $G(\delta)$ has a sudden vertex-count decrease. This means that a large amount of interior/exterior medial balls became $\delta$-merged, meaning that part of the reconstructed surface collapsed. Consequently, our algorithm returns the $G(\delta)$ from the previous iteration as the optimal result. Fig. 5 shows intermediate results decrementing $G(\delta)$ by 0.01 per iteration, while Fig. 6 shows the significant vertex-count change for several examples.
4.3. Local algorithm

Although our GLOBAL BALLMERGE algorithm is well suited for reconstructing watertight surfaces, many real-world scans represent non-watertight models due to extensive missing data and open surfaces. For example, a set of points representing a shape with open curves and junctions as in Fig. 7. Though our method could successfully partition the Voronoi balls based on the intersection ratio, we did not get the expected result using GLOBAL BALLMERGE. Therefore, in this local variant of the BALLMERGE algorithm, for any two adjacent $d$-simplices, which are not $\delta$-mergeable, the shared $(d-1)$-simplex is retained. As expected and also observed in our experiments, outliers and open surfaces result in very large simplices. Thus, we consider elements $\delta$-mergeable only if the longest edge of the simplex is smaller than $\frac{1}{\delta}B$ ($\eta$ is a scaling factor, $B$ is the length of the bounding box diagonal) to remove large simplices (typical for open meshes).

In practice, the threshold $\eta = 200$ was observed to perform well and can be adjusted if needed (Fig. 8 shows the effect of varying $\eta$). A value of $\delta = 1.85$ has shown to work well in general and is specified for results if adjusted. The overall procedure is given in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2 LOCAL BALLMERGE

1: procedure LOCAL BALLMERGE($P, \delta, \eta$)
2: $DT_P = \text{Delaunay Triangulation}(P)$
3: $T \leftarrow \emptyset$
4: for each $k$-Simplex $X_i \in DT_P$ in $\mathbb{R}^d, d = 2, 3$ do
5:     for each $X_i \in DT_P \setminus \{X_i \cap X_j \neq \emptyset\}$ do
6:         if $\text{maxlength}(F) < BBD\text{diagLen}/\eta$ then
7:             if $\text{ir}(X_i, X_j) \leq \delta$ then
8:                 $T \leftarrow T + (X_i \cap X_j)$
9: return $T$

5. Results and Discussion

Here, we show the performance of both our GLOBAL and LOCAL BALLMERGE reconstruction algorithms on different real-world datasets, and present various results with detailed analysis and quantitative as well as qualitative evaluations of challenging inputs.

5.1. Comparison 2D Reconstruction

We compare the global variant of our algorithm in 2D to various state-of-the-art reconstruction algorithms, using a recent benchmark [OPP+21]. Fig. 9 shows results with different input types (uniformly sampled, non-uniformly sampled, missing points, points with outliers, and noisy points) and methods (ours, CRUST [ABE98], NN-CRUST [DK99], HNN-CRUST [OMW16], CRAWL [PM16], and PEEL [PMM18]). The competing methods have all been designed to reconstruct curves from non-uniformly spaced samples. As can be seen, all algorithms performed well under dense (uniform and non-uniform) sampling. For incomplete point sets (missing parts), HNN-CRUST fails to generate edges. Adding outliers and noise causes all competing methods to fail.

BALLMERGE handles outliers gracefully, as the surrounding Voronoi balls will have larger intersection ratios than those at the surface (Fig. 10). In the same way, our algorithm handles noise.
Figure 8: Effect of $\eta$ ($\delta = 1.8$); l.t.r.: $\eta = 5, 50, 100, 150, 200, 250, 300$ (mesh ©EPFL Geometric Computing Laboratory).

Figure 11: Result of our algorithm on down-sampling. L.t.r.: 100%, 80%, 60%, 40%, 20%, 10%, 5%, 1%, 0.05% of points are retained using ReMesh simplification. Models taken from [HWW*22] (originally from Thingi10k [ZJ16]) and aim@shape.

well. Even if the samples seem to shrink the shape, our solution captures the underlying object best and outputs a watertight boundary (Fig. 9).

Our algorithm produces generally equal or better results due to our robust merge criterion.

5.2. Comparison 3D reconstruction

We also compare 3D reconstruction against state-of-the-art techniques: Delaunay triangulation-based algorithms (POWERCRUST, TIGHTCOCON, CONNECT3D, and SCALESPACE), implicit reconstruction algorithm (SCREENEDPOISSON), and recent learning-based algorithms (POINTTRINET and POINTS2SURF). SCREENED POISSON needs normal information, which we derived via the default solution in MeshLab. Most methods, as also GLOBAL BALLMERGE, enforce a watertight surface, which can be limiting for non-orientable surfaces. In contrast, SCALE SPACE and LOCAL BALLMERGE differ in this respect. For completeness, we will also compare them using a benchmark that includes diverse open surfaces (a category that our method is not designed for).

For the quantitative evaluation, a real watertight VRIP (DRAGON from aim@shape) and a real open surface scan (CAR from KSR42 dataset), as well as point sets with several artifacts (representative of real-world scans) were chosen: an object with hole and missing points due to occlusion (HAND simulated via the Blender tool [GKUP11]), varying downsampling levels (downsampling performed with the ReMesh tool [AF06], see Fig. 11), outliers (DRAGON with 10%, 20% and 30% of outliers [RLG*20]), and noise (Blensor on FERTILITY). We report the Hausdorff distance to the ground truth (clean models). Our variants, for watertight and open surfaces, exhibit superior or on-par performance compared to other methods (Fig. 12). Further, our methods are not input-specific, while some algorithms failed to generate an output (due to input assumptions that did not hold).

While our method is robust to noise, especially for open scans (Fig. 13), and identifies the shape well, the smoothing property of SCREENED POISSON leads to a comparatively lower error with increasing noise. Yet, the results, in this case, show an over smoothing...
Figure 13: Comparison on open-surface scan [CZMK16]. L.to.r.: POWERCRUST, TIGHTCOCONE (long triangles pruned), CONNECT3D (no generated result), SCREENEDPOISSON, SCALESPACE, POINT2SURF, POINTTRINET, Ours: GLOBAL BALLMERGE (long triangles pruned), LOCAL BALLMERGE (δ = 1.95, η = 200).

Figure 14: Hausdorff distance to reference at sampled points (error: green to red). SCREENED POISSON handles smooth regions well, but affects sharp features (max=0.007, mean=0.00015, RMSE=0.000239), better handled by our method (max=0.01, mean=0.000012, RMSE=0.000152).

Figure 15: Details of DRAGON versus state of the art.

of sharp features (Fig. 14). Our algorithm has a much more constant error distribution and is more robust to outliers than the other methods. It also handles incomplete scans, where SCREENED POISSON performs poorly. Figs. 15 and 16 show more examples of our generally superior results. One may note extra erroneous (POWERCRUST and CONNECT3D) or missing triangles (POINT2SURF and POINTTRINET) in the results of the competing methods.

Fig. 17 and Fig. 18 show runtime and memory-usage comparisons. Our parametric version takes comparatively little time (magnitudes faster than most) and memory, even with increasing input size, showing that it is lightweight (Table 1).

Finally, Fig. 19 shows our comparison with classical Delaunay-based algorithms - POWERCRUST [ACK01], BPA [BMR99], COCONE [DG03], TIGHTCOCONE [DG03], ROBUSTCOCONE [DG04], SINGULARCOCONE [DW13], and ADVANCINGFRONT [CD04]. Please note that we used the default parameter settings for all the algorithms. As it can be seen, our results are better or on par with other methods.

5.3. Reconstruction Robustness

We illustrate the robustness of our method via multiple experiments. Besides discussing particular data types, we also report performance on recent reconstruction benchmarks.
Figure 17: Runtime on models with varying density.

Figure 18: Memory usage on models with varying density.

Figure 20 gathers automatically-generated results obtained by the parameter-free GLOBAL BALLMERGE for several point clouds. Our method successfully captured various challenging features, guarantees watertightness by definition, and can address downsampling artifacts very well (Fig. 11).

Noise and outliers are well handled by our BALLMERGE criterion (which is shared by both variants), even if the methods themselves are not specially tuned for this purpose.

Point clouds with outliers are common due to scanning artifacts. As explained, our method successfully withstands a high level of outliers (Fig. 21, data from [RLG+20]). It produces a low reconstruction error, increasing only slowly with more outliers.

Figure 21: Results of GLOBAL BALLMERGE with from l.t.r.: 10%, 20%, and 30% outliers - $\delta = 1.75, 1.7, 1.68$ respectively (RMS error w.r.t bbox diagonal: 0.000567, 0.000554, and 0.000793).

Figure 22: Effect of synthetic noise on ReMesh [AF06]. L.t.r.: GLOBAL BALLMERGE for a noise amplitude (ReMesh, related to BBall radius) of 0, 100, and 1000 and LOCAL BALLMERGE (not watertight, $\delta = 1.8, \eta = 50$) for 1000.

Noisy point clouds Noise is another common artifact of 3D scanning, e.g., due to sensor limitations. Fig. 22 shows that our algorithm robustly identifies the shapes from very noisy point clouds, produced with the ReMesh tool (noise amplitudes of 0, 100, and 1000 of the bounding ball radius). The band around the boundary contains relatively small Voronoi balls compared to the interior/exterior balls. It therefore acts as an isolation barrier between both sets (Fig. 23). However, for high noise levels, the reconstructed shape shrinks slightly when using the GLOBAL method, while the LOCAL variant is much more robust.

Figure 23: 2D case: noisy point set with Voronoi balls.

Open Surfaces To illustrate the practical usefulness of BallMerge with respect to other related works, we evaluated our local algorithm on a benchmark [HWW+22] that contains many open surfaces. Results shown in Fig. 24 compared to corresponding benchmarks provided in Table 5 of [HWW+22] confirm that our algorithms generally perform as good as the state-of-the-art techniques while being an order of magnitude faster. In short, the Normal Consistency Score (NCS) measures normal correctness, Chamfer Distance (CD)/F-score is an average/worst surface error metric, and Neural Feature Similarity (NFS) compares two shapes in the deep feature. As visible in Fig. 24, our LOCAL BALLMERGE shows mostly on-par or superior performance compared to related methods. Especially for clean models, our method outperforms the others.

We also successfully generate watertight meshes from the real-world point-cloud scans from aim@shape (Fig. 20). However, scans representing an unoriented manifold (no triangulation can close its boundaries), GLOBAL BALLMERGE will fail because it relies on orienting the Delaunay triangles. Fig. 25 shows an example
where even long-triangle removal from the global BallMerge result is unsatisfactory because tetrahedra are merged through large holes on both exterior and interior (thus not capturing the boundary triangles). For outdoor scans, this is common, as the scanner captures the ground, which is not a watertight model. It is addressed by local BallMerge, and Fig. 26 shows its results on various 3D scans. Similarly, Fig. 27 shows that our efficient reconstruction can produce good meshes even from large datasets.

Table 1: Runtime. We used local BallMerge on scans (marked with +), else global BallMerge. Intersection ratios are computed, while the file is written, where the writing time depends on the triangle count. (#nm) counts the non-manifold vertices. Large datasets (marked with +), were measured on a similar machine with more memory.

5.4. Runtime Performance
Our algorithm is lightweight and requires only a little computation in terms of input size. It performs two quick linear-time passes on
the Delaunay complex (global), or just a single pass (local). Hence, it is dominated by its $O(N \log N)$ construction time expected for surface samples, although we observed almost linear time performance in practice. Table 1 shows the run time of our algorithm (written in C++ using CGAL libraries [PY20; Yvi20; JPT20a; JPT20b]) on an 8-core 3.70GHz PC with 32GB memory. We evaluated the Delaunay computation, Ball Merging (global variant), and writing of the largest component to a file. Merging takes significantly less time than the other steps, even for large datasets, showing almost linear behavior in relation to the number of points. Notably, our algorithm runs a magnitude faster than the next fastest competitor (see Fig. 17).

5.5. Limitations

GLOBAL BALLMERGE handles sparse point clouds well, is robust to outliers and noise (outperforms most competitors for practical cases), and it targets watertight models, not unorientable surfaces. The latter is handled by LOCAL BALLMERGE. Yet, our approach is not well-suited for the reconstruction of artificial models with sharp ridges (such as FANDISK), very close surface sheets (an extremely down-sampled BUNNY lacks ears), or extremely high outliers, a limitation shared with most related reconstruction methods (Fig. 28). An interesting future extension could be the use of protecting balls along sharp features [CDR10]. Also, unlike LOCAL BALLMERGE, which can reconstruct multiple components (as shown in Fig. 29), GLOBAL BALLMERGE can only reconstruct a single watertight surface. Finally, though our GLOBAL BALLMERGE algorithm guarantees a watertight surface, a few faces might not be manifold (Table 1), which can be easily corrected by adopting an inflating step [OM13].

Figure 20: Automatically-generated Watertight triangulations via GLOBAL BALLMERGE for point clouds (up to 3609k points) from aim@shape and Stanford ([TL94],[CL96]) with challenging features (e.g., corners, ridges, and close surface sheets).

Figure 28: Limit cases (l.t.r.): Sharp edges on artificial object, under-sampled regions (bunny ears) not reconstructed (down-sampled to 1%), and extreme outlier levels (40%).

Figure 29: Multi-component LOCAL BALLMERGE results ($\delta = 1.85, \eta = 100$), Models from [HWW*22] (originally [ZJ16]).
Figure 24: Evaluation of LOCAL BALLMERGE on benchmark [HWW+22], where we expect to have minimum CD and maximum F-score, NCS and NFS. As can be seen, our results on perfect scans outperform other methods and give comparable results in the remaining cases. Please note that we used a fixed $\eta$ for each class for pruning unnecessary triangles, which sometimes resulted in redundant triangles, altering the scores from user-adjusted parameters for $\eta$ and $\delta$.

Figure 25: LIVINGROOM detail, l.t.r: Output of GLOBAL BALLMERGE, it’s Cut view, Result of GLOBAL BALLMERGE after removing long triangles, (d) Result of LOCAL BALLMERGE ($\delta = 1.85, \eta = 200$).

Figure 26: Meshes generated via LOCAL BALLMERGE (with default $\delta = 1.85$ and $\eta = 200$) of real-world point clouds (up to 1378k points) from the KSR42_dataset [BL20] and the Statue Model Repository (©EPFL Geometric Computing Laboratory).
6. Conclusion & Future Work

BallMerge is a simple and intuitive point-cloud reconstruction algorithm with two variants. It handles real-world outdoor scans well and outperforms existing reconstruction methods in many cases, as shown in various examples. Our simple criterion makes it a magnitude faster than competing methods, while using less memory and delivering competitive reconstruction quality. Experiments show that it works well on under-sampled point clouds and those infected with noise and outliers, which is essential for real-world scans. Moreover, GLOBAL BALLMERGE guarantees watertight results, which is crucial for many applications. As the DT construction dominates runtime, parallel GPU or multi-CPU execution could accelerate our method further. The fact that BALLMERGE fills holes robustly and with fair triangulations also makes it attractive for mesh repairs, such as hole-filling or transforming triangle soups into watertight models. Finally, given the high quality of our reconstruction, linking the BALLMERGE criterion and sampling-condition-based topological guarantees is interesting future work.
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